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	Performance is a hugely important area of web development. If your site runs slowly, users are going to leave, and the problem only grows as your site gets more popular. Pro JavaScript Performance gives you the tools you need to keep your sites smooth and responsive no matter how many users you have.

	

	Best practices are changing or becoming redefined continually because of changes and optimizations at the interpreter level, and differences in system configuration, and network speeds.  This is exacerbated by the quickened release schedule that most browsers have adopted. Just as important as following best practices is the ability to measure your own performance, so that you can adjust as times change, and so that you can note the subtle nuances in your own code and define your own best practices by your own observations.

	

	This book gives you the tools to observe and track the performance of your web applications over time from multiple perspectives, so that you are always aware of, and can fix, all aspects of your performance.


	What you’ll learn

	
		Describes the different aspects of performance, and explores the tools for quantifying and improving performance
	
		Provides tactical solutions for creating tools to measure the performance of your own web applications
	
		Learn to apply performance best practices, and how to quantify your results



	Who this book is for


	Pro JavaScript Performance is written for advanced JavaScript users and web developers. You will need a strong understanding of JavaScript to get the most from this book.


	Table of Contents

	
		What Is Performance?
	
		Tools and Technology to Measure and Impact Performance
	
		WPTRunner—Automated Performance Monitoring and Visualization with WebPagetest
	
		perfLogger—JavaScript Benchmarking and Logging
	
		Looking Forward, A Standard for Performance
	
		Web Performance Optimizations
	
		Runtime Performance
	
		Balancing Performance with Software Engineering Best Practices and Running in Production
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Java Open Source Programming: with XDoclet, JUnit, WebWork, HibernateJohn Wiley & Sons, 2003
 Discover how to develop full-scale J2EETM applications quickly and efficiently using the best Open Source tools
    Written by leading authorities in the field, this book shows you how to leverage a suite of best-of-breed Open Source development tools to take the pain out of J2EE and build a complete...
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Power Programming With Mathematica: The Kernel (Programming Tools for Scientists & Engineers)McGraw-Hill, 1996

	Power Programming with Mathematica: The Kernel offers you a self-contained overview of this high-level language, featuring real-world programming tips and techniques - plus an accompanying disk with an array of advanced programming examples, utilities, and supported exercises.


	Filled with programming-related examples and...
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Look Both Ways: Help Protect Your Family on the InternetMicrosoft Press, 2006
Learn the 14 ways in which you can help make the Internet a safer place for you and your family. You teach your children to look both ways before crossing the street. You tell them not to talk to strangers. But do you really know how to teach them to safely use the Internet? In this book, Linda Criddle, a leading child safety expert, offers a...
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Windows Vista Secrets: SP1 EditionJohn Wiley & Sons, 2008
Windows Vista SP1 Edition Secrets
    Get ready to be amazed by numerous tips, tricks, and undocumented features that disclose unique and exciting aspects of the new Windows Vista SP1 operating system. This revised SP1 Edition is packed with over 250 additional pages revealing secrets on topics like configuring Vista,...
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Introducing Fedora: Desktop LinuxCourse Technology PTR, 2010

	Many people think of Fedora as an operating system that is way over their heads -- that only techies can use this strange, arcane OS with the odd name. Introducing Fedora: Desktop Linux is here to tell you that this is simply not the case. Fedora, and Linux in general, have become very easy for everyday home and business users to install and...
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Information Modeling Methods and Methodologies (Advanced Topics of Database Research)Idea Group Publishing, 2004
The purpose of this book is to disseminate the research results and best practice from researchers and practitioners interested in and working on modeling methods and methodologies. Though the need for such studies is well recognized, there is a paucity of such research in the literature. What specifically distinguishes this book is that it looks...
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